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PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER HONG KONG
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Celebrating Professional Identity with Headshot Photography in Hong Kong
In today's competitive professional landscape, establishing a strong personal brand is paramount. Headshot
photography plays a pivotal role in presenting a professional identity that reflects expertise, credibility, and
approachability. In Hong Kong, where opportunities abound, working with a skilled Hong Kong portrait
photographer specializing in headshots becomes essential for professionals to celebrate and showcase their
unique professional identity. A Hong Kong portrait photographer dedicated to headshot photography
understands the importance of capturing the essence of an individual's professional identity. They collaborate
closely with clients to create headshots that authentically reflect their expertise, personality, and professionalism.
Choosing the right location for headshot photography is crucial in conveying the desired professional image.
Hong Kong offers a diverse range of options, including modern office environments, iconic city backdrops, or
even natural settings amidst the urban landscape. These locations can be tailored to capture the individual's
professional style and industry. Lighting plays a crucial role in headshot photography, as it helps accentuate the
subject's best features and evoke a sense of professionalism. The Hong Kong portrait photographer employs
lighting techniques that highlight the individual's unique qualities, casting them in a flattering and confident light.
Composition in headshot photography is carefully crafted to ensure the subject's face is the focal point, exuding
professionalism and approachability. The photographer provides guidance on posing and facial expressions that
convey competence, confidence, and approachability. Headshot photography in Hong Kong serves as a
powerful tool for professionals to make a strong first impression and establish a personal brand. These
headshots are utilized on professional websites, social media profiles, resumes, and business cards, enabling
individuals to establish credibility and trust in their respective fields. By collaborating with a Hong Kong portrait
photographer specializing in headshot photography, professionals can celebrate their unique professional
identity. These headshots become visual representations of their expertise, personality, and approachability,
enabling them to stand out and leave a lasting impression in Hong Kong's competitive business environment. In
conclusion, headshot photography in Hong Kong is a powerful means to celebrate and showcase one's
professional identity. By working with a skilled Hong Kong portrait photographer, professionals can create
headshots that authentically reflect their unique qualities. With careful location selection, skillful lighting
techniques, and thoughtful composition, these headshots become essential tools to establish a strong personal
brand in Hong Kong's competitive professional landscape.

https://dadiprecious.com/photographer-service-areas-hong-kong
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Most awarded portrait photographer in the city

Capturing Memories with Family Portraits in Hong Kong
Family is the heart of any society, and family portraits are a beautiful way to preserve and cherish the
memories created with loved ones. In Hong Kong's bustling and dynamic environment, taking the time to
capture these precious moments through family portraits becomes all the more valuable. By working with
a skilled Hong Kong portrait photographer specialized in family portraits, families can create lasting
memories that can be treasured for a lifetime. Family portraits in Hong Kong serve as a tangible reminder
of the love, laughter, and bonds shared within a family. These portraits freeze time, encapsulating the
connections, milestones, and joy that define a family's journey. The chosen Hong Kong portrait
photographer understands the significance of creating a relaxed and comfortable atmosphere during the

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/?usp=sheets_web
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session. This allows family members to express their genuine emotions and interactions, resulting in
authentic and heartwarming portraits that reflect the true essence of the family dynamic. Location
selection for family portraits is an important aspect of the process. Hong Kong offers a range of options,
from beautiful parks and gardens to iconic landmarks or even the warmth of the family home. The chosen
location often holds sentimental value, further adding depth and meaning to the portraits. Lighting and
composition techniques are skillfully employed by the Hong Kong portrait photographer to enhance the
beauty and emotions captured within the family portraits. Lighting is used to accentuate the warmth and
radiance of the family, while composition is carefully arranged to highlight the relationships, connections,
and the unique personalities of each family member. Family portraits not only celebrate the present, but
they become treasured heirlooms for future generations. These portraits serve as a visual legacy,
reminding future family members of their roots, traditions, and the love that has been shared through the
generations. By selecting a Hong Kong portrait photographer specialized in family portraits, families can
create lasting memories that capture their unique bonds and the love they share. These portraits become
cherished mementos, encapsulating the love, laughter, and milestones that define their unique family
story. In conclusion, family portraits in Hong Kong provide a beautiful way for families to preserve their
memories and celebrate their connections. By working with a skilled Hong Kong portrait photographer,
families can create lasting memories through heartwarming images that capture their unique bonds and
the love they share. With the right location, lighting techniques, and thoughtful composition, these family
portraits serve as a tangible legacy that can be treasured for generations to come.

Professional Portrait Photographer Hong Kong - Dadi Precious Photography StudioProfessional Portrait Photographer Hong Kong - Dadi Precious Photography Studio

Embracing Artistry with Creative Portraits in Hong Kong

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moKWQido_Gg
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Hong Kong is a city that thrives on creativity and artistic expression. Creative portraits provide a
medium for individuals to embrace their inner artist and showcase their unique vision. Collaborating

with a talented Hong Kong portrait photographer specialized in creative portraits allows individuals to
unleash their imagination and create visually captivating and thought-provoking works of art. A Hong

Kong portrait photographer with a passion for creative portraits understands the importance of
pushing artistic boundaries and exploring unconventional techniques. They work closely with

individuals to understand their artistic vision and bring it to life through innovative concepts and
imaginative approaches. Location selection for creative portraits in Hong Kong plays a significant role
in amplifying the artistic message. The city offers a diverse range of settings, from urban landscapes to

picturesque natural environments, providing endless possibilities for creating visually striking and
unique backdrops for creative portraits. Lighting and composition techniques become essential tools in
conveying the intended artistic message and emotions. The Hong Kong portrait photographer skillfully
manipulates lighting to create mood and evoke specific feelings, enhancing the overall impact of the

portraits. Composition is carefully crafted, utilizing unconventional angles, framing, and visual elements
to add depth, intrigue, and a sense of visual storytelling to the portraits. Creative portraits allow
individuals in Hong Kong to express their artistic voice, ideas, and emotions in a tangible form.

Through these portraits, they can share their imagination, provoke thoughts, and invite viewers to
experience their unique artistic perspective. By collaborating with a Hong Kong portrait photographer
who specializes in creative portraits, individuals can embrace their artistic nature and create visually

captivating images that reflect their unique vision. These portraits become artful statements,
representing the vibrant artistic spirit that defines Hong Kong's creative landscape. In conclusion,

creative portraits in Hong Kong provide a platform for individuals to embrace their artistic expression
and showcase their unique vision. By collaborating with a skilled Hong Kong portrait photographer,

individuals can transform their artistic ideas into visually captivating and thought-provoking works of
art. Through careful location selection, skillful lighting techniques, and innovative composition, these

creative portraits become a reflection of the vibrant artistic spirit that thrives in the city of Hong Kong.

Dadi Precious Portrait Photography Studio - 家庭照    孕婦
攝影    
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Dadi Precious Photography - …
G/F, 15th North Street, Kennedy Town  Directions

5.0  7 reviews

View larger map

Map data ©2023 Report a map error

Dadi Precious Portrait Photography Studio - 家庭照    孕婦
攝影    

G/F, 15th North Street, Kennedy Town
69206689

Need professional photography service in Hong Kong?

Preserving Priceless Moments with Family Portraits in Hong Kong

https://maps.google.com/maps/dir//Dadi+Precious+Photography+-+%E5%AE%B6%E5%BA%AD%E7%85%A7+%E2%80%8C+%E2%80%8C%E5%AD%95%E5%A9%A6%E6%94%9D%E5%BD%B1+%E2%80%8C+%E2%80%8C+G%2FF,+15th+North+Street+Kennedy+Town/@22.2838304,114.1289356,16z/data=!4m5!4m4!1m0!1m2!1m1!1s0x3403ff9a58f77e6d:0xf594697901e7432a
https://search.google.com/local/reviews?placeid=ChIJbX73WJr_AzQRKkPnAXlplPU&q=Dadi+Precious+Photography&hl=en&gl=HK
https://maps.google.com/maps?ll=22.28383,114.128936&z=16&t=m&hl=en-US&gl=US&mapclient=embed&cid=17695884804289413930
https://www.google.com/maps/@22.2838304,114.1289356,16z/data=!10m1!1e1!12b1?source=apiv3&rapsrc=apiv3
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Family is the cornerstone of society, and family portraits serve as timeless keepsakes that capture the
essence of love, connection, and cherished memories. In bustling Hong Kong, where family values hold
great significance, family portraits provide a way to preserve these precious moments and celebrate the
unique bonds that tie families together. By choosing a skilled Hong Kong portrait photographer
specializing in family portraits, families can create lasting memories and preserve their legacy through
beautiful images. Family portraits in Hong Kong serve as visual representations of the love, joy, and
connections shared within a family. These portraits freeze significant moments, capturing milestones,
laughter, and the bonds that define a family's journey. The chosen Hong Kong portrait photographer
understands the importance of creating a comfortable and relaxed atmosphere during the session,
allowing family members to express their genuine emotions and create authentic interactions. This
approach ensures that the portraits reflect the true essence of the family dynamic and the love they share.
Location selection for family portraits in Hong Kong plays a significant role in enhancing the overall impact
of the images. The city offers a variety of options, from picturesque parks and gardens to iconic landmarks
or the warmth of the family home. The chosen location often holds personal significance and adds depth
to the portraits, telling a unique story of the family's journey. Lighting and composition techniques are
meticulously utilized by the Hong Kong portrait photographer to highlight the beauty and emotions
within the family portraits. The photographer skillfully manipulates lighting to enhance the warmth and
radiance of the family, capturing their love and happiness in the most flattering way. Composition is
carefully arranged to emphasize the relationships, connections, and the unique personalities of each family
member. Family portraits not only celebrate the present, but they also become cherished heirlooms for
future generations. These portraits serve as a timeline, preserving memories and reminding future family
members of their roots, traditions, and the love that has been passed down through generations. By
choosing a Hong Kong portrait photographer specializing in family portraits, families can create lasting
memories and preserve their legacy through beautiful images. These portraits become cherished
mementos, capturing the love, laughter, and milestones that define their unique family story. In
conclusion, family portraits in Hong Kong provide a way for families to preserve their precious moments
and celebrate their connections. By hiring a skilled Hong Kong portrait photographer, families can create
lasting memories through beautiful images that capture their unique bonds and the love they share.
Thoughtful location selection, skillful lighting techniques, and creative composition exemplify the beauty
and emotions within the family portraits. Capturing these moments ensures that families in Hong Kong
can create a precious legacy for generations to come.

ABOUT

https://dadiprecious.com/photographer-service-areas-hong-kong

USEFUL LINKS

Portrait Photographer

https://dadiprecious.com/photographer-service-areas-hong-kong
https://maps.google.com/maps?cid=17695884804289413930
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Portrait Photography Service

Professional Photographer

OUR SOCIAL MEDIA

Family Photography Studio

Photo Studio Hong Kong

Family Photo

Portrait Photo

Professional Portrait

Portrait Photo Studio

Latest News

Portrait Photography News

Opinion: Trump's
mug shot may
become his best-
known portrait

A mug shot for a former
president and others in
his circle: NPR's Scott
Simon recalls his days
as a crime reporter, an…

Opinion: Trump's
mug shot may
become his best-
known portrait

A mug shot for a
former president and
others in his circle:
NPR's Scott Simon
recalls his days as a…

Inspire: The
Women’s Portrait
Project is helping
women feel…

By Megan Gallant.
Photographer Heather
Doughty launches the
'Mom Bod 2.0' exhibit
at VentureNorth in…

Port Arthur great
Frank Cricchio
featured in
museum…

The Museum of the Gulf
Coast is opening “Frank
Cricchio: A Life in
Photography” Sept. 8
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. i…

https://dadi-precious-photography.business.site/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Dadi+Precious+Photography+-+%E5%AE%B6%E5%BA%AD%E7%85%A7+%E2%80%8C+%E2%80%8C%E5%AD%95%E5%A9%A6%E6%94%9D%E5%BD%B1+%E2%80%8C+%E2%80%8C/@22.2838304,114.1289356,14z/data=!4m17!1m10!3m9!1s0x3403ff9a58f77e6d:0xf594697901e7432a!2zRGFkaSBQcmVjaW91cyBQaG90b2dyYXBoeSAtIOWutuW6reeFpyDigIwg4oCM5a2V5amm5pSd5b2xIOKAjCDigIw!8m2!3d22.2838304!4d114.1289356!10e5!14m1!1BCgIgAQ!16s%2Fg%2F11dx8m87ml!3m5!1s0x3403ff9a58f77e6d:0xf594697901e7432a!8m2!3d22.2838304!4d114.1289356!16s%2Fg%2F11dx8m87ml?entry=ttu
https://www.facebook.com/Dadi.Precious.Photography/
https://hk.linkedin.com/in/dadi-precious
https://www.pinterest.com/dadiprecious/
https://www.youtube.com/@dadiprecious2963
https://twitter.com/dadiprecious
https://www.instagram.com/dadi_precious
https://www.npr.org/2023/08/26/1196100396/opinion-trumps-mug-shot-may-become-his-best-known-portrait
https://www.ualrpublicradio.org/2023-08-26/opinion-trumps-mug-shot-may-become-his-best-known-portrait
https://kawarthanow.com/2023/08/26/inspire-the-womens-portrait-project-is-helping-women-feel-good-in-their-mom-bods/
https://www.panews.com/2023/08/26/port-arthur-great-frank-cricchio-featured-in-museum-photography-exhibit/
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npr.org 6h

Veterans at
Belmont Village
in Cardiff have
their portraits…

Edmund Schloss served
as a translator in World
War II while serving with
the 3rd Armored
Division of the U.S.

encinitasadvocate.com 20h

‘Crank it up!’:
Photographer
opens new
Bethlehem…

Timothy Gangi, known
for his wedding and
engagement
photography, in early
August opened New…

wfmz.com 1d

A powerful
portrait of the
island of
Guadeloupe

ualrpublicradio.org 6h

Meet the former
national park
tour guide now
leading Navy…

Brian Newberry used to
drive bus tours in
Glacier National Park.
He nearly went to
photography school.…

espn.com 22h

Franklin
expedition:
Portraits of
doomed Arctic…

It is the only known
complete set of crew
member photographs
from the Franklin
expedition in the…

bbc.com 1d

Photographer
shows diverse
face(s) of
Mankato with…

kawarthanow.com 8h

Local
photographer
captures ‘Lights
of Lincoln…

Charles Richards did
not start his working
life as a professional
portrait and wedding
photographer. He was…

boothbayregister.com 23h

Secret history of
salt prints

The early photo
technique — and
stories of people in
front of, behind camera
— get new exposure …

news.harvard.edu 1d

Fran Drescher
says actors strike
she's leading is
an 'inflection…

panews.com 14h

Local
photographer
captures ‘Lights of
Lincoln County’

Charles Richards did not
start his working life as a
professional portrait and
wedding photographer.
He was a paramedic for…

wiscassetnewspaper.com 1d

Dennis Rodman
Gets Girlfriend's
Face Tattooed On
Butt, Adds Self…

tmz.com 1d

Fran Drescher
says actors strike
she's leading is an
'inflection point'…

https://www.encinitasadvocate.com/news/story/2023-08-25/veterans-at-belmont-village-in-cardiff-have-their-portraits-taken-for-nationwide-photography-project
https://www.wfmz.com/features/eat-sip-shop/crank-it-up-photographer-opens-new-bethlehem-studio-offering-inspired-youth-sports-portraits/article_3184a038-4370-11ee-9cd2-efdf2a054c7f.html
https://i-d.vice.com/en/article/m7b9k3/cecile-s-baudier-photos-guadeloupe-pesticide-essay
https://www.espn.com/college-football/story/_/id/38258568/new-navy-football-coach-brian-newberry-unusual-path
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-66620402
https://www.startribune.com/photographer-josh-madson-mankato-community-collage-minnesota-portraits/600299694/
https://www.boothbayregister.com/node/177774
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2023/08/secret-history-of-salt-prints/
https://www.click2houston.com/entertainment/2023/08/24/fran-drescher-says-actors-strike-shes-leading-is-an-inflection-point-that-goes-beyond-hollywood/
https://www.wiscassetnewspaper.com/node/177774
https://www.tmz.com/2023/08/25/dennis-rodman-gets-girlfriends-face-tattooed-on-butt-adds-self-portrait-too/
https://www.local10.com/entertainment/2023/08/24/fran-drescher-says-actors-strike-shes-leading-is-an-inflection-point-that-goes-beyond-hollywood/
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Anais Makouke’s
'Karukera' is a love letter
to her homeland and a
condemnation of
France's refusal to…

i-d.vice.com 1d

Portrait of
Brooklyn families
taken in honor of
World Photo Day

Fifty Brooklyn families
had their portraits
captured on Saturday
by well-known artists
and photographers in…

caribbeanlife.com 2d

North east
England photo
shortlist
celebrates…

Commercial
photographer Josh
Madson said he fell in
love with a community
that embraces…

startribune.com 1d

Bruce Davidson
Digs Deep and
Finds Gems He
Had Overlooked

In the exhibition “The
Way Back,” the
photographer presents
unseen outtakes from
his nearly 70-year…

nytimes.com 2d

Moments to last
a lifetime: Best
portrait
photographers…

Fran Drescher says the
strike she's leading as
head of the actors
union is a huge
moment for both…

click2houston.com 2d

Orlando Sentinel
2023-24 Arts
Season Preview:
Art Museums &…

Our annual Arts Season
Preview: A calendar
listing of visual-arts
exhibits and events
across Central Florida…

orlandosentinel.com 2d

7 Tips for Telling
Your Park Story
Like a
Documentary…

Fran Drescher says the
strike she's leading as
head of the actors union
is a huge moment for
both Hollywood and th…

local10.com 2d

Oppo Reno 10 5G:
Cameras, display,
battery and
everything you…

Oppo's latest mid-ranger
goes big on portrait
photography

techradar.com 2d

Down to Business:
Old-school
techniques only
enhance new-…

Q&A with Andrew Bobb
Siedelmann, owner of
Kramer Photographers.

https://www.caribbeanlife.com/portrait-of-brooklyn-families-taken-in-honor-of-world-photo-day/
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-tyne-66594319
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/08/24/arts/design/bruce-davidson-photography.html
https://thehoneycombers.com/hong-kong/headshots-portrait-photographers-hong-kong/
https://www.orlandosentinel.com/2023/08/24/orlando-sentinel-arts-season-preview-2023-art/
https://www.npca.org/articles/3573-7-tips-for-telling-your-park-story-like-a-documentary-photographer
https://www.techradar.com/phones/oppo-phones/oppo-reno-10-5g
https://www.chicagotribune.com/suburbs/naperville-sun/ct-nvs-down-to-business-st-0825-20230823-lpijvuad6vgztcd5clucagonl4-story.html
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A winner will be picked
from the Northern
Photography Prize from
the 16 landscapes and
portraits.

bbc.com 2d

Taking professional
portraits and
headshots is an artistic
endeavour that’s often
overlooked in the…

thehoneycombers.com 2d

An award-winning
documentary
photographer shares 7
tips for how to turn
your national park…

npca.org 2d

chicagotribune.com 3d

Google News - Search Hong Kong

Newmarket:
Lezoo provides
Hong Kong-
bound Andre…

Andrea Atzeni
enjoyed the perfect
send-off ahead of his
imminent move to
Hong Kong as he…

planetsport.com 1h

Hong Kong
condemns US
over
accusations o…

US State Department
earlier accused
authorities of
ongoing harassment
of family members …

PH fencers bag
5 golds in HK
tourney

HONG KONG:
Filipino cadet fencers
Louis Shoemaker and
Sophia Santiago
posted contrasting…

manilatimes.net 3h

Tai Po coach
mystified by
red card at full-
time of win…

Tai Po have Joao Emir
and Philip Chan Siu-
kwan to thank for
Hong Kong Premier
League victory over…

Hong Kong
gov’t removes
decade-old
graffiti over…

Graffiti outside a
Central restaurant
showing two
labourers with yellow
construction helmet…

hongkongfp.com 5h

Taiwanese test
has familiar
feel for tennis’
Karunaratne a…

Sri Lanka-born
Karunaratne – Hong
Kong’s last
representative at the
ITF event – makes…

Hong Kong
police arrest 11
suspects over
HK$124 millio…

Investigators also
seize HK$800,000 in
cash, bank
documents,
chequebooks, cash…

scmp.com 6h

Developers
entice Hong
Kong
homebuyers…

scmp.com 9h

https://www.planetsport.com/horse-racing/news/newmarket-lezoo-provides-hong-kong-bound-andrea-atzeni-perfect-send
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3232417/hong-kong-slams-us-demonising-citys-national-security-agency-after-country-accuses-authorities
https://www.manilatimes.net/2023/08/27/sports/ph-fencers-bag-5-golds-in-hk-tourney/1907132
https://www.scmp.com/sport/football/article/3232415/hong-kong-premier-league-tai-po-coach-lee-left-mystified-red-card-full-time-emir-inspired-win-over
https://hongkongfp.com/2023/08/26/hong-kong-govt-removes-decade-old-graffiti-over-security-law-concerns-as-new-artwork-appears/
https://www.scmp.com/sport/hong-kong/article/3232410/itf-w40-hong-kong-taiwanese-test-has-familiar-feel-adithya-karunaratne-asian-games-loom
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/law-and-crime/article/3232419/hong-kong-police-arrest-11-suspects-crackdown-syndicate-laundered-hk124-million-through-52-bank
https://www.scmp.com/business/article/3232405/hongkongers-snap-cheaper-new-homes-weekend-home-sale-bonanza-saw-223-flats-offer
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scmp.com 7h

Hong Kong
officials urged
to avoid
‘flattery…

‘Excessive flattery
and personal
adulation are
disconcerting,’
Executive Council…

scmp.com 9h

Hong Kong
unlikely to
extend seafood
ban beyond 1…

Secretary for
Environment and
Ecology Tse Chin-
wan compares
Japan’s waste water…

scmp.com 12h

Revive nightlife
for all in Hong
Kong – with
poor man’s…

scmp.com 7h

Hong Kong
economists
urge rethink on
funding for…

Experts warn
government unlikely
to reach estimated
income of HK$85
billion from land…

scmp.com 9h

What can Hong
Kong do to
reverse its low
birth rate? W…

Number of childless
couples has doubled
in five years,
according to Family
Planning Associatio…

scmp.com 13h

Evergrande
asks to resume
share trading
on Hong Kon…

scmp.com 9h

Defending our
homes — in
Canada and
Hong Kong

For Hongkongers like
us who speak up
publicly, we
experienced a mix of
intimidation, stalkin…

thestar.com 9h

Why Hong
Kong should
save its historic
buildings fro…

Now back in Britain,
history is all around
me. Hong Kong has
sacrificed many of its
historic buildings fo…

scmp.com 14h

Hong Kong
mock DSE
candidates in
mainland…

‘Moving allows
us to be fresh’:
Hong Kong
‘travelling’ art…

Hong Kong Arts
Collective’s ‘travelling
gallery’ concept,
under which it holds
pop-up shows in…

scmp.com 10h

US condemns
Hong Kong's
'harassment' of
pro-democra…

The US State
Department said
Friday it “strongly
condemned” the
Hong Kong…

cnn.com 15h

Hong Kong
turns to free
alcohol to
revive…

https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3232407/stay-humble-hong-kong-government-advisers-urge-district-officers-avoid-fostering-culture-flattery
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/health-environment/article/3232399/hong-kong-unlikely-extend-seafood-ban-beyond-10-japanese-prefectures-unless-other-goods-pose
https://www.scmp.com/comment/letters/article/3232294/revive-nightlife-all-hong-kong-poor-mans-nightclubs
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/hong-kong-economy/article/3232403/hong-kong-economists-urge-rethink-funding-major-infrastructure-projects-after-developers-shy-away
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/society/article/3232390/what-can-hong-kong-do-reverse-its-low-birth-rate-we-look-proposals-extending-sperm-and-embryo
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Markets/China-debt-crunch/Evergrande-asks-to-resume-share-trading-on-Hong-Kong-bourse
https://www.thestar.com/opinion/contributors/defending-our-homes-in-canada-and-hong-kong-from-beijing-s-authoritarianism/article_57067e56-2423-5f6e-b809-7f5780d30c9f.html
https://www.scmp.com/magazines/post-magazine/short-reads/article/3232241/historic-buildings-every-turn-england-not-so-hong-kong-so-lets-treasure-ones-we-still-have
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/education/article/3232391/hong-kong-mock-dse-candidates-mainland-china-do-well-maths-could-do-better-chinese-and-english
https://www.scmp.com/lifestyle/arts-culture/article/3232238/hong-kong-travelling-art-gallery-shows-empty-shop-spaces-back-after-covid-19-summer-exhibition
https://www.cnn.com/2023/08/26/world/us-hong-kong-harassment-activist-families-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.afr.com/world/asia/hong-kong-turns-to-free-alcohol-to-revive-vanishing-nightlife-20230826-p5dzmt
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Readers discuss the
night markets of
yore, the vibe of
1980s Hong Kong,
what needs to be…

scmp.com 16h

Hong Kong
Authorities'
Ongoing
Harassment…

The United States
strongly condemns
the Hong Kong
authorities’ ongoing
harassment of famil…

state.gov 17h

Chinese property
developer says it
'adequately' fulfilled
exchange guidance

asia.nikkei.com 16h

Tattoo Artists
Make Their
Mark At Hong
Kong Fair

Sousyu Hayashi peers
at the intricate
pattern of sakura
blossoms before him,
born from 30 hours…

barrons.com 18h

Teachers involved in
the tests say cultural
differences could
explain differing
results between…
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Tattoo Artists
Make Their
Mark At Hong
Kong Fair

Sousyu Hayashi peers
at the intricate
pattern of sakura
blossoms before him,
born from 30 hours…

barrons.com 18h

The government’s
attempts to lure
tourists back to Hong
Kong are falling flat,
forcing

afr.com 16h

Hong Kong’s
white dolphins,
porpoises ‘face
same threats …

City University
scientist says other
sea mammals face
same risks as Bryde’s
whale found dead o…

scmp.com 18h

https://www.state.gov/hong-kong-authorities-ongoing-harassment-campaign/
https://www.barrons.com/news/tattoo-artists-make-their-mark-at-hong-kong-fair-b15ded44
https://www.barrons.com/news/tattoo-artists-make-their-mark-at-hong-kong-fair-de2611af
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/health-environment/article/3232363/hong-kongs-white-dolphins-finless-porpoises-face-same-threats-daily-basis-whale-found-dead-sai-kung

